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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the behavior of a point process marked by a two-dimen-
sional renewal process with dependent components about some fixed (two-dimen-
sional) level. The compound process evolves until one of its marks hits (i.e.
reaches or exceeds) its associated level for the first time. The author targets a
joint transformation of the first excess level, first passage time, and the index of
the point process which labels the first passage time. The cases when both marks
are either discrete or continuous or mixed are treated. For each of them, an expli-
cit and compact formula is derived. Various applications to stochastic models are
discussed.
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1. Introduction

In this paper the author studies the behavior of a two-dimensional compound renewal process
(with dependent components) about some fixed two-dimensional level. The process will evolve
until one of the components hits (i.e. reaches or exceeds) its assigned level for the first time. The
following associated random variables are considered: the first passage time, the first excess level

(i.e. the value of the process at the first passage time) and the termination index.

These and similar problems belong to the Fluctuations of Stochastic Processes that was exten-
sively studied by many [1,7,8,12,17,20,22-28]. The most significant contributions to this theory
were made by Lajos Takcs who studied behaviors of stochastic processes more general than re-

newal processes (such as recurrent and semi-Markov processes). In his widely referred-to works

[23-28], Takcs extended prominent results of his predecessors, Andersen [7], Baxter [8], Pollaczek
[20], Spitzer [22] and others. He applied sophisticated analytic techniques to study general fluctua-
tions phenomena by solving relevant recurrent operator equations in terms of operators acting in

classes of Banach .algebras. The latter was formalized and described by him in [28]. (For more

details see also [13] in this issue.) Takcs’ results were so fundamental and comprehensive that
they seemed to deter many to continue his studies on fluctuations, which may have contributed to
some slow down of interest in this topic in the eighties. The author of this paper felt inspired
rather than intimidated by Takcs’ impressive results, and was drawn to much smaller but still
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worthy problems.

The problem studied in this paper was motivated by a class of stochastic models in which sys-
tems alter their modes as soon as their input processes hit certain specified levels. In Abolnikov
and Dshalalow [1] and Oshalalow [12] the authors considered various problems, where a renewal
process, observed at random times, hits a fixed level. Such a phenomenon takes place in power
stations, stock markets, and it occurs in queueing systems with quorum (Abolnikov and Dshala-
low [2,3], Abolnikov, Dshalalow and Dukhovny [5], Dshalalow [10,11] and Dshalalow and Tadj
[14,15]), N-policy (Muh [19]), T-policy (Heyman [18] and Shellhaas [21]), and with vacationing
servers (Abolnikov and Dshalalow [4], Abolnikov, Dshalalow and Dukhovny [6], Dshalalow [9]
and Dshalalow and Yellen [16]). For instance, in a fairly general multiple-vacation queue, a server

(or servers) begins its vacationing sequence when, upon completion of a service (frequently group
service), the queue drops below level r. The sequence of vacations is terminated when the queue
accumulates to level R _> r). The queue lengths observed at the end of each vacation segment
can serve as such a compound process which hits level R. (Such a system was introduced and
studied in Dshalalow and Yellen [16].)

In contrast to this and similar scenarios, a targeted queueing process may have more than one
random component, and this unorthodox modification of the above models may be of practical in-
terest. The hitting time or first passage time of such a multi-dimensional process will be the first
instant of time when one of the components, of the process reaches or exceeds its associated level.
An appropriate example may come again from queueing, where a single server rests or goes on

vacation, whenever the queue drops below r. A service will be restored when the queue hits R or
the cumulative job (expressed as the total service time needed to process all customers in the
queue) hits S, whichever comes first.

Another example of such a process is a queueing system with "two-dimensional arrivals." The
first component of each arrival may represent the batch size (number of customers in that arrival)
and the second component might be another random variable associated with that batch of custo-
mers (e.g. customers’ baggage, cumulative account balance, investment or debt, amount of fluid,
etc.). Here the server also rests or goes on vacations, and then resumes service as soon as the total
number of customers is at least R or the associated cumulative value of the second component
hits S. The analysis of such systems would undoubtedly be useful in many applications.

In [12] the author studied a compound delayed renewal process observed at random moments
of time r0, rl,.., that was terminated by either hitting a fixed level (at one of these moments) or
possibly earlier at ra, where r is an arbitrarily distributed integer-valued random index, indepen-
dent of the process. The problem proposed in this paper formally generalizes the one studied in
[12]. Here the compound renewal process has a second (generally dependent) mark. In the scenario
of [12], the second mark is taken discrete with increments equal one a.s. over
n 1,2,..., and it is assumed to be independent of the first ("principal") mark. Then, the problem
studied here will reduce to that in [12], if we modify the level, which the second mark is supposed
to reach, by making it random. [The present paper does not discuss how to do this though.]

The author targets joint transformation of the first excess level, first passage time, and the
index A of the point process {vn} which labels the first passage time vA. The cases, when both
marks are either discrete or continuous or mixed, are distinguished. In all of them, explicit and
compact formulas are obtained. Some applications to queueing with quorum and vacationing
server are discussed. Also, new queueing systems with "two-dimensional" arrivals are proposed.
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2. Formal Description

All random variables and stochastic processes throughout this paper will be considered on a

probability space {f,,P}. Let Z-_,n>_o(Xn,Yn)srn (where Ca is a point mass) be a

marked random counting measure with the following assumptions. The random vectors (Xn, Yn),
n- 0,1,..., are valued in N+ x N+ independent, and for n >_ 1 identically distributed. [Note that
for each vector (Xn,Yn) its components need not be independent.] The counting measures,
"- n>_0r on (N+,%(N+)) (where N is the Borel a-algebra generated by the usual

topology on the real line) and (A,B)- ,on 0 g(An, Bn) on (, %()), C_ N +, are delayed

renewal processes, and Z is obtained from r by position independent marking. Consequently,
(A B)- (A.- E oX ,B.- E"k=oYk; n--0,1,...) is a two-dimensional delayed renewal
process. Let

ao(u v) E[uXvY], a(u, v) E[uxlvY1], ho(O E[e 0r0], h(O) E[e 0(rl r0)].
Let Pl and P2 be two real non-negative numbers designed as two levels, one for (A) and the

second for (B) to reach or exceed these numbers for the first time. We will say that (A,B) hits
level L (Pl,P2), or, equivalently, L is the first excess level for (A,B) if for some n, A or B
reach or exceed at least one of their respective, levels, Pl or P2, for the first time. The "first
passage time" is placed on the same axis as r, and it will denote the instant of time when (A,B)
hits L. More formally, if

/1 b’l(Pl) inf{k: Ak > p} and u2 u2(P2) inf{k" Bk > P2}
and A min{ul,
which is the index of the first excess of L by (A,B) or just the termination index, then r/x is the

first passage time when (A,B) hits L. Consequently, (AA,BA) is the value of the first excess of
level L.

3. Preliminaries

Let f and g be integrable functions with respect to relevant Borel measures and weight func-
tions. Consider two operators which we for convenience denote by one symbol, Dp, and we will
distinguish them by calling them types a and b:

Dp(f(p))(z) (1 z) E p > o zPf(P) z < 1, (a)

Dp(f(p))(s) s I p o e spf(p)dp, Re(s) > O. (b)

Let
Dp Pl

(g(Pl’P2))(x’Y) Dpl {Dp2(g(Pl’P2)}(x’Y) (3.1)

where on the right-hand side of (3.1) the operators may be of types a or b or mixed. Note that

due to Fubini’s theorem, the operators on the right-hand side of (3.1) are commutative.

For convenience, we extend the definition of the renewal process (A,B) by setting

A_I=B_I=0.

Lemma 1. For the operators of types a and b it holds true that
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and

A.
x
A

npi(I{vI j})(x) x 3-1 J, j 0,1,...,

Dp2(I{v2 k})(Y) YBk 1 yBk, k 0,1,...,

Proof. From the definition of Vl, we deduce that

I(1 J} I[,P](Aj- 1) I[o,p](Aj), J 0,1,...,

where IG is the indicator function of a set G. This yields the above assertion for the operators of
types a and b.

We shall be interested in an analytic representation of

s[he 07"AuAAvBA] (3.2)

to which we apply the operator defined in (3.1). We will consider three cases for (A,B): with both
discrete and continuous components and mixed. In the latter case, and this is perhaps the most
common scenario in applications, we assume (without loss of generality) that A is a discrete com-
ponent and B is a continuous component of (A,B).

4. Discrete Case

Denote

(,,O,u,v; x,y) DpIDp2{E[,Ae-rAuAAvBA]}(x,y),
where both operators are of type a. Then,

= ’J:l + ’J:2 + 3,
where

and

5 DplDp2{E[ZXe 07"AuAAvBAIGi]}(x,y),

G1 {Vl < v2}, G2 {1 P2}, G3 {1 > 2}.
(As before, IG is the indicator function of a set G.) Obviously, by Fubini’s theorem,

k-i DpiDp2{ OrjuAjvBjI{vI J}/{v2 k}])(x’y)’0

from Lemma 1 and by the independence of rj from the rest in E, we have

k -1 {h(O)}JE[uAjvBj(xAj-1 xAj)(yBk -1 yBk)].l--ho(O)kij 0

The last expression can be rewritten as

k- 1 {h(O)}JEIE2l--ho(O)’k_lj 0

where E1 and E2 are the two factors extracted from aJ: 1 by using the independent increments pro-
perty of (A,B):

E1 E[ [(ux)Aj luXj (ux)Aj](vy)Bj], E2 [1 b(y)]bk -1 j(y), with b(y) a(1,y).
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After some standard transformations, E1 reduces to

ao(u,vy ao(ux vy),

ao(ux vy)[a(u, vy) a(ux, vy)]aj l(ux, vy),

j=0

j>0,

and this yields

1 1 ao(u,vy) ao(ux vy) + h(O)a(ux’ vy)[a(u, vy) a(ux, vy)]
ho(O 1 h(O)a(ux, vy)

An analogous expression for if3 can be easily deduced from that for ffl by interchanging the roles
of the variables u and x with v and y:

ho(O if3 ao(ux,v) ao(ux, vy) + h(O)a(uxl -vy)[a(ux’h(0)a(ux,V) vy)- a(ux vy)]

Now

2- k>oDplDp2(E[ke-OrkuAkvBkI{’1 2 k}] (x,y).

By Lemma 1, if2 transforms to

ho(O)l 2 -, k >_ o {(h(O)}kE[(ux)Ak- I(vy)Bk- luXkvYk

(UX)Ak l(vy)Bk l(ux)XkvBk (UX)Ak l(vy)Bk lXk(vy)Yk - (ux)Ak(vy)Bk]
and then further to

1
’a’ J2 aO(u,v) ao(UX, v) + aO(u,vy ao(UX vy)

h(O)ao(ux vy)[a(u, v) a(ux, v) a(u, vy) -t- a(ux, vy)]
1 (h(O)a(ux, vy)

Performing the summation of if1, if2 and if3 we arrive at the following compact formula

1
ho(O)

Define the linear operators:

and

1-h(O)a(u,v)ao(u, v) ao(ux, vy) 1 -(O)((xx: vy)"

1 Ok 1kz( lzrnx--*o k! oxk 1 x (")"

(4.1)

j, k Ok --.J,(") im(’ )--’(’) o o ( -)( -)( ")"

Pl P2Then, taking into consideration (a) and applying the operator @x,y to (4.1) we can restore

E[Zx O-zX,zXvSzX].

Pl’P2{ a(ux’vy) }(4.2)1 E[Ae OrAuAAvBA] ao(U,v (1 h(O)a(u,v))x,y 1 ,h(O)a(ux, vy)ho(O)
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This generalizes formula (3.4) in Dshalalow [12] which is almost identical to (4.2) but the present
case deals with a two-dimensional renewal process. In the event that the components of (A, B) are
independent a0 and a are factorizable:

Then we have that

ao(U v) ao(u)bo(v and a(u, v) a(u)b(v)

1 E[,f, Ae-O’rAuAAvBA] o(O)

ao(u)bo(v (1 h(O)a(u)b(v))Pl’P2( a(ux)b(vY) }x, tt 1 h(O)a(ux)b(vy) (4.3)

from which we see that a and b appear symmetrically.

5. Continuous Case

This refers to the case of the operator D in (b) applied to transformation (3.2), and treats a

continuous-valued process (A,B). Only formula (4.1) needs to be considered, since the remaining
analysis from section 4 also applies to the continuous case.

-01 -02With the substitutions u- e and v- e we have that

01e e sl OTAe 01aJ:(,0,e 02; ,e s2) DplDp2{E[Ae AAe 01BA]}(81,82)
and the "continuous equivalent" of formula (4.1) will then be

 o(0)
1- h(O)o(t91, 02)aO(Vql’ 02)- egO(01 -[- 81’ 02 -[- 82) 1- h(O)c(v91 -[- 81,02 -[- 82)’

where

(5.1)

c0(01,02) ao(e 01 ,e- 02), and c(01,02) a(e 01,e 02).

6. Mixed Case

In this case we assume that mark A be discrete and mark B continuous. A formula analogous
to (4.1) and (4.2) will read

ho(O)
1 -h(O)A(u, 02)Y Ao(U, 2) "Ao(UX, tg + s2) 1 h(O)A(ux, 02 + s2)’ (6.1)

with

t0(u,02) ao(u,e 02) and t(u,02) a(u,e 02).
This case goes back to the class of queueing models discussed in the introduction. In such a

model, a server typically rests or begins its vacations sequence if the queue falls below some level
r. The vacation sequence is interrupted when the queue once accumulates to at least Pl or the cu-

mulative job in the system hits P2, whichever comes first. The input to the system may be bulk
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and state dependent. The service may be batch to accommodate more general situations. The se-
cond mark, B, need not represent the cumulative job. It may be any qualitative component men-
tioned in the introduction.

Acknowledgement. The author thanks Jay Yellen for his valuable remarks and suggestions.
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